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Can ghosts really talk?J.J. Graves is about to find out when her past comes back to haunt her. But
before she and Jack can resolve her past, they need to deal with his. Six years ago Jack was left for
dead during a SWAT raid he commanded. He never speaks of what happened that day, but he
doesn't have a choice after someone starts murdering his men. According to the FBI, Jack is either
next on the list, or he's the one behind it all.
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I really liked the first book in this series. The second was okay, but it really bothered me that so
many things contradicted the first book, like the author forgot what she had written. (The town all of
the sudden hating JJ when in book one they were trying to set her up with a husband and seemed
caring for the most part. JJ finding out Mooney really killed her parents but that was all forgotten
after book one. The list could go on...)This book was even worse when it came to continuity errors.
I'm pretty surprised no one else has mentioned it in the reviews. Am I really the only person who
wondered at the HUGE change in the story of why Jack left SWAT? In the first book it says his last
op with SWAT was drug related and he was the only one of his 7 man team to survive--that he took

3 bullets during that and barely lived and decided to resign. The story was the same in book two.
Now all of the sudden, it was a bank heist and only one of his ten man team died?? And the whole
plot of this book is based on that!JJ was more tolerable in this book. I liked her a lot in book one but
she drove me nuts in the second book. Although this one happened only a few weeks after book
two, all of the sudden she's mostly over almost being killed when it totally overtook her whole life in
the second book?I probably won't read book four, whenever it comes out. And I'm pretty irritated
that I paid $4.99 for books two and three. I think the author needs to start keeping better notes so
she stops contradicting herself when she continues the series...

I just finished reading all three books with J.J. and Jack. I want it known that I NEVER pay more
than 2.99 for any eBook. Obviously I broke that rule (quite joyfully) because I had to know what was
going to happen next. I had to know if they would get their act together. The action was non-stop
and I couldn't tear myself away. We are due for some icy weather and I wanted to get to the store
early to make sure I had everything I needed but I kept sitting down to read "just a few more lines". I
loved the humor in these books, too. No complaints here, none, and that is rare. You must read
these books, they are worth the money believe me.

I liked the first book. Then the second book didn't follow that story line and I was sick of JJ.The 3rd
book was written as though the author lost her notes and more discrepancies.The main characters
were likable. I just wish all 3 books had followed along.

I think she begins to focus a little too much on the romantic relationship and sexual innuendos
between the couple. When big and eventful things happen in the book the characters will turn to
each other and say something sexual, very immature style of writing starting to show through!

While I loved the characters and settings in this book, it just seemed that the author was running out
of ideas and started putting sex in wherever she could not find a new idea. Yes I loved the fact that
J.J. and Jack FINALLY had gotten together, and the way Ms. Hart had them get together was
absolutely beautiful! I I loved her first two books. Will I Buy Another Series From Her Along The
Same Line? ABSOLUTELY!!!!!!!

Both Jack and JJ deal with ghost from their past. I have accepted that the author has expanded on
the back story of JJ parents. I still feel like I missed something in book one, and why JJ felt she

needed to leave her life for Bloody Mary. Plus as a ER doctor changed to county coroner JJ is very
well versed in crime scene investigation. I do need to suspend disbelief, but the character
relationship is what propels these stories. JJ and Jack are really great together and banter is
wonderful.

I love this series but when I read the title I thought this book would go into detail about J.J and her
parents (the scoundrels). I enjoyed Jack's story but maybe the title should have been Dirty Games
or Dirty Lies?Agent Craver could have at least found something out about good ole dad......I'm left
with more questions and waiting to find out about J.J. 's scoundrel dad.

I liked the two Lilliana Hart books that I previously read. I seldom do not finish a book no matter how
bad but I only made it through a few chapters of this book. I don't really know what put me off this
book; perhaps too much political intrigue? I got bored. I will definitely read more books by this
author, I just did not like this story line.
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